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No HARM, No FOUL
Sample Task Scorecard

This sample HARM / FOUL Scorecard offers a way to evaluate the number of HARM and FOUL events associated
with a work task. Use a check or tally mark in the corresponding HARM / FOUL box to record each occurrence
during the task. For example, a task that involves lifting a 40-pound bag of material overhead while standing on
a pallet raised by a forklift to load a feed hopper for a machine could include a mark in all of the H,A,R,M,F,O,U,L
boxes. Use the task section to provide a description of the task being evaluated, such as palletizing case goods for
shipping. Some jobs may have several task elements. Some may be isolated events. Use the evaluation totals to help
prioritize tasks or hazards, and then work with team members to develop and implement corrective solutions that
reduce the score and the risk of injury.
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High Force Requirements (lifting, pushing, pulling)

Fall Exposures (same level and elevated)

Awkward Work Postures (overhead, static positions, excess reaching)

Occupational Disease (noise, fumes, vibration, heat / cold)

Repetitive Motions (twisting, bending, gripping, squeezing)

Unsafe Driving (operator, site / route, vehicle and load)

Machinery / Materials Exposures (caught in, contact with, LOTO)

Line of Fire (struck by, caught between).
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